6th to 12th Grade
Next Steps: Ideas for Implementing the Workshop Activities in Your Classroom

WORKSHOP TITLE: Show Your Work: Art & Math
- Drawing a Giant using measurements of shapes (proportion) to create perspective -
1. Cross-curricular collaboration possible.

WORKSHOP TITLE: Curate Your Own Classical Music Concert
- Encouraging students’ involvement with music -
1. **Math:** Can connect musical exercises to math practice. Scales and notes, use shaboya for learning.
2. **Science:** Teaching the science of Sounds – waves, frequency, ear
3. Utilize exercises to tailor to subject content area to help memory/recall.
   Repeating main idea with facts. “shaboya”

WORKSHOP TITLE: Nature Journals & A Bridge to Nature
- Observing, analyzing specific aspects of nature, making a field journal -
1. **Language Arts:** Collaborate with writing teacher to expand on the writing components of the journals.
   Use relief technique to translate leaves, then point out aspects of the leaf, transcribing vocabulary. Vocabulary in all subjects – line, curves, etc.
   Use open ended questions. “I see, I wonder, etc.
2. **Math:** Use Area, perimeters, quadrants as part of the project.

WORKSHOP TITLE: String It Up! Recyclables Become Wearable Art
Wearable Art - Creating with plastic bits and pieces -
1. **Science**: Environmental awareness, consumerism, climate change.

2. **Language Arts**: Draw things about their own cultures on squares, make jewelry, clothing to expand on knowledge about the class.

**WORKSHOP TITLE:** *Learning by Heart: Creative Movement for a Joyful Classroom*

-Using our bodies to communicate many different ideas in the classroom-

1. **Create shapes and words to remember concepts, main ideas and a memory jogger.**